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Firstly, we would like to thank our valued clients and prospects for their continued engagement and
support. We are pleased to report good progress in diversifying the composition of our client base.
Our objective is to achieve at least a 50:50 split in revenue composition between Institutional and
Retail (local and global) clients. The current split is 75:25.
To further diversify our client base and by extension, become a globally relevant business, we are
prioritising a number of initiatives to build a global client base. This includes a UCITS registered fund,
USD priced, to provide foreign clients with a vehicle to invest into our SA strategy. Furthermore, we
are in the final stages of launching a niche quality based global equity fund in which we will
collaborate with March A.M. of Spain. This specialist equity fund, the first of its kind in South Africa,
will invest exclusively in listed family businesses globally. It will also be UCITS based and USD
classed.
We are pleased to inform you that both funds have already received seed allocation commitments
by both international and local investors respectively. Lastly, we are making efforts to pair the UCITS
version of SA Equity Fund with international distribution. We hope to report successes in this effort
in the next quarter. We are excited at the prospect of both enhancing our investment competency
levels and solidifying our business commercially.

Investing in the Highest Order of Value
First Avenue is an intrinsic value equity manager investing exclusively in high quality companies. The
objective of our investment style is to grow our clients’ wealth through the consistent application of
our investment philosophy and process over long periods of time. We list below the simultaneous
conditions necessary for this outcome to materialize.
1.

We forgo opportunity to outperform the market during periods of over-valuation (momentum)
due to either trend exuberance or risk acquisition:

These are periods when: (i) the valuation of most securities on the market do not reflect sufficient
margins of safety, and (ii) the psychological and emotional make-up of investors who dominate
market activity is one of valuing one’s gains more than one’s losses. We refer to our results during
these later stages in the business and market cycle as our pain trade.
2. Our clients stay with us for extended periods of time:
By foregoing momentum related returns, investors in our funds appreciate our ability to: (i) avoid
significant capital losses when the stock market corrects from over-valuation (momentum), and (ii)
continue to grow from a higher base than a market-corrected level. Through this phenomenon,
which is referred to as compounding, we aim to double our clients’ investments with us every 3.9
years at the high end and 5.5 years at the low end depending on where in the cycle a client invests
with us.
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Market Uncertainty Dominates Q2
Market Volatility continued into Q2 as investors regularly toggled between ‘risk on’ and ‘risk off’ in
their appetite for emerging markets. As shown in Figure 1 below, the mining sector tends to
outperform during ‘risk on’ periods as it is levered toward highly stimulated economic growth.
However, despite these impressive spurts of stimulus driven growth in the near term, the FTSE/JSE
Mining index remains 12.6% below its level a year ago. Toward the end of the quarter, the sector
gave up hitherto gains and fell victim to Brexit induced uncertainty.
Figure 1: Risk On and Risk Off Periods and Market Performance

Source: Thomson Reuters, First Avenue analysis

The South African Volatility Index (SAVI) Top 40 is another measure of volatility and risk appetite on
local markets. As shown in Figure 2, the many troughs and plateaus within the SAVI over the past
few months are a further indicator of the frequency of change in market risk appetite. The lack of a
clear future direction for the global economy together with Brexit has created an environment
where the market is extremely sensitive to news relating to central bank stimulus. Under such a
volatile environment, risk appetite can change sharply at short notice. It has also raised global
demand for negative-yielding sovereign debt to an unprecedented $12 trn. This, in itself reveals a
‘gloomy’ world economic outlook and high dependence on further central bank stimulus.
Figure 2: SAVI Top 40
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First Avenue’s first rule of investing - to preserve our client’s capital at all times - is imperative under
such conditions. We live by this principle to the extent that we would rather lose a client than their
capital. Following this paradigm, we never attempt to time any of these movements for a short-lived
gain, i.e., ratcheting up risk to produce higher returns. This is because perfect timing is a low
probability event, and difficult to consistently replicate. Furthermore, we do not move to the other
extreme of over-diversifying the portfolio to the extent that the best outcome possible is an average
one. Instead, we take sanctuary in the persistent profitability of quality companies and their ability
to produce substantial free cash flow at all stages of the economic cycle.

Investment Outcome
The General Equity and Focused Equity Composites has remained resilient during the quarter and
outperformed the benchmark. Table 1 demonstrates that we continue to outperform in the long
term while taking less risk than the market. The General Equity strategy consists of our top 20 - 30
best ideas. Focused Equity is a more concentrated variant of this strategy focusing only on out top
20 ideas. Our 3 year performance has been impaired partly by the recent rally in resources.
Table 1: Investment Outcomes to June 30, 2016
General Equity

Focus Equity

Risk/Return period
Composite JSE SWIX Relative Composite JSE SWIX Relative
Since inception* cumulative

124.1%

115.5%

8.6%

99.2%

86.0%

13.2%

Since Inception* Annualised

16.1%

15.2%

0.8%

17.2%

15.4%

1.8%

5 year p.a.

16.6%

15.7%

0.9%

3 year p.a.

13.4%

14.8%

-1.4%

14.0%

13.6%

0.4%

1 year p.a.

5.7%

4.1%

1.5%

6.9%

4.3%

2.6%

3 Month

2.4%

1.3%

1.1%

3.2%

1.3%

1.9%

Annualised Volatility since
Inception*

14.1%

15.3%

-1.2%

13.8%

14.8%

-1.0%

Annualised Risk Adjusted
Return since Inception*
(Ann Return / Ann Vol)

113.9%

99.7%

14.2%

124.6%

104.1%

20.6%

Not Applicable

* General Equity Inception Feb 2011, Focus Equity Inception Mar 2012

Table 2 provides insight into the downside protection offered by our strategy using our General
Equity Composite. On average, the period since the inception of our composite has been dominated
by positive sentiment and a bull market (months where benchmark is positive). During such periods,
the composite tends to keep up, or slightly lag, the market as shown by our average monthly relative
return of negative 0.13 percent. However, during down months, the composite produces a monthly
relative return of positive 0.5 percent. This not only provides our clients with a smoother ride, it also
increases the probability of a positive outcome over time, a process we refer to as compounding.
With global markets appearing to be at or past the peak of the stimulus driven recovery cycle, we
are certain that this characteristic of our strategy will stand out in future months.
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Table 2: Performance During Up and Down Months to June 30, 2016 (General Equity Composite)
Number of
Months

Average Monthly Return
Relative to Benchmark

Since inception

65

0.06%

Months Where Benchmark is Negative

20

0.50%

Months Where Benchmark is Positive

45

-0.13%

Period

Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the key attributors and detractors from our quarterly performance by
stock and sector respectively. As shown, Clicks, Bidvest and Aspen Pharmacare, three of the highest
quality stocks in our portfolio, remained resilient over the period. In terms of detractors, this was
partly a result of Brexit driven uncertainty (Truworths and Bidco). This was neutralised partly by our
underweight position in Steinhoff which was also affected negatively by the uncertainty in Europe.
We maintain our underweight position in resources due to the lack of quality businesses within this
sector. This continues to detract from relative performance in the short term.
Figure 2: Stock Attribution for the quarter ending June, 2016
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Figure 3: Sector Attribution for the Quarter ending June, 2016
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Table 3 shows our top 10 largest active bets. Given the certainty offered by high quality companies,
we are able to focus on our best ideas while still retaining a risk profile in line with more diversified
portfolios. The benefit is that we do not need to sacrifice performance for diversification.
Table 3: General Equity Composite Positioning (Top 10 Bets) during Q2 2016
Sector
Woolworths Holdings
Discovery
Aspen Pharmacare Holdings
The Spar Group
Mediclinic International
Enterprise Holdings
Clicks Group
Vodacom Group
Metrofile Holdings
AVI

Composite
5.95%
4.41%
5.59%
4.22%
4.21%
3.12%
2.99%
3.12%
1.87%
2.37%

Benchmark
1.48%
0.71%
1.98%
0.65%
1.29%
0.28%
0.47%
0.98%
0.00%
0.50%

Relative
4.47%
3.71%
3.61%
3.57%
2.92%
2.83%
2.51%
2.15%
1.87%
1.87%

Source: First Avenue

Reducing Unforced Errors with High Quality Companies
The concept of an ‘unforced error’ is commonplace in tennis parlance. Tennis coaches emphasize
the achievement of consistency (and not perfection) in their training regime to increase the
probability of winning. The goal is to achieve a low error percentage both in offensive and
6

neutralising rally shots on the court, especially at game, set, and match points. Experienced players
therefore focus more on reducing unforced errors than going for a winner at every opportunity.
They understand that more points can be lost than won in a match. It is not possible, even for the
best players, to get a cross court return or serve an ace every time. Allowing your opponent to take
the risk of trying to put you away is in fact how you win most points.
Unforced errors are a useful analogy for investment management. Similar to tennis, asset managers
are also faced with the trade-off between limiting our losses and maximising short term gains in the
execution of our investment strategy. The latter requires numerous high return ideas (e.g.,
turnarounds, mean reversion, buying at the bottom of the cycle) in the hope that a reasonable
number of attempts (holdings) will work out to produce a net positive outcome. A drawback of this
approach is that the result tends to be binary – double or nothing – rather than probabilistic
(compounding).
First Avenue, instead, chooses to value its losses more than its gains. Given the choice between a
90% probability of a 10% gain and a 10% probability of 90% gain, we prefer the former. We like to
be assured than heroic. Thus, we restrict our investment operations to great, fortress-like
businesses with structural advantages that serve as a buffer against competitive and economic
forces over time. These companies deliver the most predictable investment returns over time as
their business models endure competition and regulatory changes. They are often doing the same
thing they did 10 or 20 years ago, just better. If we are wrong about the valuation of such a
company, their ability to grow intrinsic value over time will reduce the impact of such a mistake as
long as we hold on to the stock, i.e., they have a high propensity to compound capital.
The second quarter of 2016 produced two profound examples which serve as an antithesis of this of
this paradigm - PPC and Nampak. Both have legacy SA businesses that are well established and
benefit from economies of scale. They have both received substantial market attention over the
past few years over their expansion strategy into Africa. In other words, the market rewarded them
for taking on work in the continent that they never got paid for. To take on this work, both
substantially increased capital spend and debt levels (see Figures 4 and Figure 5).
Figure 4: Capital Expenditure, Nampak and PPC
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Figure 4: Gearing, Nampak and PPC
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Both the cement (PPC) and packaging (Nampak) industry business models are associated with large
capital expenditure and high fixed costs, thus require scale in order to achieve sufficient operational
efficiencies. Such a business model is not ideal for ill-disciplined supply and erratic demand
especially in nascent economies as those in most of the continent. For example, the substantial fall
in oil prices has resulted in the Angolan kwanza and Nigerian naira weakening by more than 30%
over the past few years. This, in turn, increases input costs (e.g., aluminium for cans) which without
pricing power, squeezed margins of both businesses. Weaker demand by consumers due to a lower
disposable income (Angolan can demand declined by 18%) simply exacerbated the problem. The
cost of debt, which is dollar denominated, led to a perfect storm. There is simply no visibility into
the predictability of cash flows and sustainability of returns from the capital expenditure in Africa.
Was management therefore correct to expand into Africa?
One way of answering this question is to look at the relationship between retained earnings and
market value over time. Retained earnings are the portion of net income that is retained by the
company rather than redistributed to shareholders as dividends. A company should only retain
earnings if it is reasonably certain that these earnings can be re-invested into growth opportunities
that enhance shareholder value (generate a return above cost of capital). Over an extended period
of time, investors should, in the least, expect the market value of a company (a measure of value
creation) to increase more than the amount retained over this period. If not, it would be preferable
to return this cash to shareholders in the form of a dividend. We show this for PPC and Nampak in
Figure 5 below. It is clear that this was not the case for these two companies. In the case of PPC,
market value declined substantially. It is therefore clear that the past 5.5 years of capital allocated
to Africa did not enhance shareholder value and should have rather been paid back to shareholders
as dividends.
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Figure 5: Retained Income vs Market Value, 2010 – 2016H1
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To further add to the woes of these companies, they now have to strengthen their balance sheets in
order to maintain the capex spend as these operations have not generated sufficient cash flow to
sustain themselves. Nampak has cut its dividend and plans to raise capital by selling its SA property
portfolio. PPC also cut its dividend and has to now embark on a highly dilutive capital raise after its
credit rating was downgraded triggering a bond redemption process. This suggests that the value
destruction of these African investments has now permeated to the entire business introducing
unnecessary business risk.
From First Avenue’s perspective, investing in such companies would have resulted in an unforced
error for our portfolio. At times, buying such stocks work out extremely well as demonstrated by the
total return of Nampak between 2010 and 2015 (see Figure 6). However, a lack of predictability
surrounding the underlying business model means that the performance cannot be sustained with
any amount of certainty or clarity. This is shown below with Nampak losing 53% of its value since its
peak and PPC delivering a negative total return over the past decade despite being associated with a
strong dividend yield.
Figure 6: Total Return (2006=100), PPC and Nampak
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A Word on Brexit
Much has been written about the events leading to the recent Brexit vote and the outcome of the
vote. Yet it is all speculative. We have desisted from adding to the cacophony. We are no more
experts on the complexities that will ensue, than you. Human beings are strange animals. They
think just because they can execute perfect ball to eye coordination - curl a ball into the top corner
of a football net, catch a cricket ball, flush with their bat for a six - they can also distill policy and
macro-economic complexities into certain predictions. We would rather concern ourselves with
investing in businesses that withstand oscillations in human behavior. After all the dinner talk,
everyone wants to go to bed knowing that they didn’t lose money that day. Our portfolio held up
very well against that of the Jones’.
Using the General Equity Composite, we show the cumulative performance of the fund versus
benchmark during the Brexit period. On the two worst days of Brexit, the fund gained 88 basis
points due to its defensiveness. This again demonstrates the point that we value our losses more
than our gains.
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Whatever your economist or strategist, God forbid you have both, tells you about what will happen
to Britain, high quality South African companies with commercial interests in that country will make
it out okay. Of those, we hold Truworths, Bidcorp, and Brait. Managements of these companies will
figure it out.
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Disclaimer
First Avenue Investment Management is an Authorized Financial Service Provider (FSP 42693).
The content of this presentation and any information provided may be of a general nature and may not be
based on any analysis of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the client (as
defined in the Financial Advisory Intermediary Services Act). As a result, there may be limitations as to the
appropriateness of any information given. It is therefore recommended that the client first obtain the
appropriate legal, tax, investment or other professional advice and formulate an appropriate investment
strategy that would suit the risk profile of the client prior to acting upon such information and to consider
whether any recommendation is appropriate considering the client’s own objectives and particular needs.
Any opinions, statements and any information made, whether written, oral or implied are expressed in good
faith.
For any reference to the CIS portfolio (First Avenue Sanlam Collective Investments General Equity Fund), kindly
refer to our website (http://firstavenue.co.za/fund-fact-sheets/)
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